
Valuating Domains
Check the estimated value of the domains.

1. Check value of the domain on GoDaddy
- Go to godaddy.com- Click on domains- Click on domain value appraisal- Insert the domain name in the search box- The estimated value provided is not usually very accurate. However, copy and pastethe information under the “why this is valuable” section into a word document to uselater in the sales doc
2. Check value of the domain on Estibot
- Go to https://www.estibot.com/ [Note there is a daily limit when using the freeaccount]- Insert the name of the domain into the search box- Copy details provided in the summary into a word document to use later in the salesdoc- Appraisals are pretty accurate though not 100% guaranteed
3. Check similar domain on Namebio
- Go to Namebio.com- Type the keywords that make up your domains in the keyword search boxCheck the price that similar keyword domains sold for in the past
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Validating Domains
Check that the domain is safe to purchase and not is blacklisted by Google.

1. Check email health
- Go to: https://mxtoolbox.com/- Click on Email Health- Insert the domain name in the search box and click search- Ensure there there is no errors or warning under under the “blacklist” section

2. Check the DA, PA and backlinks
- Go to https://www.bulkdachecker.com- insert upto 5 domains at once- Aim for a DA and PA greater than or equal to 10 (the higher the better)- The higher the number of backlinks the better
3. Backlinks and further checks
- Go to Majestic.com [Note there is a daily limit when using the free account]- Create a free account- Insert the domain name in the search box- Aim for a Trust Flow > 20- If there are links from governmental or educational organisations then that is a plus- For languages I prefer to see 100% English- Anchor text shows you the keywords used by the domain (you get to see thereferring domains and external backlinks that use that keyword)
4. How the domain was used in the past
- Go to https://archive.org/web- Insert the domain name in the search box- Click on the bart chart at the top to access screenshots of how the domain looked inthe past- Ensure that the domain:- Was not used as a redirection website for any spammy offer- Was not used to imitate any trademarketet website
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Buying Domains
Purchase the domains on either GoDaddy or Namecheap.

- Check the price of the domain on both GoDaddy and Namecheap and go with thecheapest option- Select the 1 year option as you will be flipping shortly- No need to add any extras - so no need to purchase an email address or anyadditional privacy protection.


